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Abstract
For three kinds of chess-like knights, one on triangle and two on hexagon boards, the indepen-
dence numbers for their knight graphs are considered. We determine these numbers completely
for two kinds of these knights, and for one residue class modulo 4 in the case of the third kind.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The independence number (G) of a graph G = (V; E) is the maximum number of
vertices in a set S ⊆ V , such that no two vertices in S are adjacent. We consider
the independence numbers of three classes of knight graphs, one de;ned on triangle
boards, and two on hexagon boards. These independence numbers are already de;ned
but not determined in [1]. For the classical square board, the independence numbers
of chess piece graphs are surveyed in [2].
The knight graphs have the cells of the boards as vertices and edges between cells
attacking one another by a knight. The hexagon and triangle boards, Bn and B

n , are
connected parts of the Euclidean hexagon and triangle tessellations, respectively, such
that B1 is one cell, B2 are all cells surrounding one vertex point, and Bn, for n¿ 3,
has all cells of Bn−2 together with those cells of the tessellation having at least one
point in common with Bn−2 (see Fig. 1). The chess-like knights, denoted in [1] by
KT2 , KT3 , and KT4 , are de;ned as depicted in Fig. 2, where the cells with stars are
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Fig. 1. Boards Bn and B

n , for 16 n6 5.
Fig. 2. Moves on Bn and Bn .
Table 1
Independence numbers n(KT

2 ), n(KT3 ), and n(KT4 )
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KT2 1 2 6 8 13 18 25 32 41 50 61 72 85 98 113 128
n(KT2 ) = n2=2 if n = 3.
KT3 1 3 4 4 9 12 15 16 22 27 31 36 43 51 58 64
n(KT3 ) =


n2=4 if n ≡ 0; 1; 4; 8; 11 (mod 12);
n2=4+ 1 if n ≡ 3; 9 (mod 12);
n2=4+ 2 if n ≡ 2; 5; 6; 7; 10 (mod 12) and n = 6:
KT4 1 3 3 4 7 9 12 15 19 22 25 28 37 40 46 51
n(KT4 ) = (3n
2 + 6n+ 7)=16 if n ≡ 1 (mod 4).
attacked by the knight. The moves of KT2 and KT3 are one step in one direction,
followed by a diagonal step, or vice versa. For KT4 , the moves are two steps in one
direction and one step in one of the two other directions, or vice versa. For these
three knights we will determine the independence numbers n(KT

2 ), n(KT3 ), and
n(KT4 ), as presented in Table 1.
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Fig. 3. Upper bounds for (Sn ;GD).
2. Knight 2 on triangle boards
We prove that the independence number of KT2 on boards Bn is one third of the
number of triangles of the board (n = 3).
The knight 2 graphs consist of two components, where the vertices of each compo-
nent correspond to all triangles having the same orientation. If the vertices are inter-
preted as regular hexagons then both components are equal to Bn for n even. For n
odd, one component is equal to Bn , whereas the other one is equal to Sn , which is also
de;ned as a hexagonal part of the hexagon tessellation, such that there are (n − 1)=2
and (n+3)=2 hexagons alternating at the six sides (see S7, S9, and S11 in Fig. 3 where
points are used for the hexagons). Then the moves of knight 2 on the triangle boards
Bn are equivalent to the moves of the chess piece called grid (GD) on the hexagon
boards Bn and Sn . These grid moves are to the edge-to-edge neighboring hexagons.
Thus, n (KT2) is the sum of the two independence numbers, n (GD) and (Sn ;GD)
for GD on the hexagon boards Bn and Sn determined by the two components.
The independence number n (GD) is determined in [1] to be
n (GD) =
⌈
n2
4
⌉
:
This implies for even n
n (KT2) = 2n (GD) =
n2
2
; n ≡ 0 (mod 2):
If the independence number (Sn ;GD) for grids on the board Sn is asserted to be
(Sn ;GD) =
n2 − 1
4
; n ≡ 1 (mod 2); n = 3;
and (S3 ;GD) = 3, then we obtain
n (KT2) = n (GD) + (Sn ;GD) =
n2 + 1
2
; n ≡ 1 (mod 2); n = 3
and 3 (KT2) = 3 + 3 = 6 as asserted in Table 1.
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It remains to determine the values of  = (Sn ;GD) for n ≡ 1 (mod 2) as asserted
above. A lower bound for this  is given by the three-coloring of the hexagons such
that edge-to-edge hexagons are of diIerent colors, since all grids in one color are
pairwise nonattacking. The number of hexagons of Sn is the diIerence of the cor-
responding numbers c(n) = 3n2=2 and c (n) = 3n2=4 (see [1]), that is, for n
odd
c(Sn ) = c
(n)− c (n) = 3n
2 − 1
2
− 3n
2 + 1
4
= 3
n2 − 1
4
:
Thus, at least one of the three color classes has (n2 − 1)=4 hexagons which then is a
lower bound for . For n = 3, three independent grids are possible as in the central
part of Fig. 3.
For an upper bound we partition Sn into triples, pairs, or singles of pairwise attacking
hexagons. Then the number of these tuples is an upper bound for .
For n¿ 9 we partition all border hexagons into pairs of neighboring hexagons and
complete these pairs to triples. Then all unused hexagons which are neighbors of a
border hexagon are uniquely completed to further triples. There remain the hexagons
of Sn−6 (see Fig. 3, where the points are used for hexagons).
Since partitions of S5 and S7 into triples only are given in Fig. 3 we obtain one
third of c(Sn ) as upper bound for n ≡ 1; 5 (mod 6), that is, =(Sn ;GD)6 c(Sn )=3=
(n2 − 1)=4.
A partition of S3 into two triples is impossible, while a partition into one single, one
pair, and one triple, as in Fig. 3, gives 3 as an upper bound. For n=9, it is not possible
to choose a hexagon from each partition set in such a way as to obtain an independent
set, as we now show. Starting with the central S3 of the S9 in Fig. 3, the heavy dots
show forced choices, leaving the triple at lower right with no possible choice. Thus,
one third of c(Sn ) is also an upper bound for = (Sn ;GD) if n ≡ 3 (mod 6), n¿ 9.
3. Knight 3 on hexagon boards
The independence number of KT3 will be proved to be up to two more than one
third of the number c (n) = 3n2=4 of hexagons of Bn with one exception, n= 6.
The knight 3 graphs consist of four components. The KT3 moves within one com-
ponent can be interpreted as GD moves on diIerent smaller hexagon boards Bi , Qi ,
Ri , and Si .
The boards Bi and Si are de;ned as before (see Figs. 1 and 3). The boards Qi
and Ri are hexagonal parts of the hexagon tessellation such that Qi has i=2, (i+2)=2,
(i + 2)=2, i=2, (i + 2)=2, and (i + 2)=2 hexagons, and Ri has i=2, i=2, (i + 2)=2, i=2,
i=2, and (i+ 2)=2 hexagons, at their consecutive sides, respectively (see Figs. 4 and 5
where again points are used for the hexagons).
Then the independence number n (KT3) is the sum of the independence numbers
of GD on the four smaller boards.
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Fig. 4. Upper bounds for (Qi ;GD).
Fig. 5. Upper bounds for (Ri ;GD).
If n ≡ 0 (mod 4) then all four components correspond to Bn=2 . Using the above cited
result for GD we obtain
n (KT3) = 4n=2 (GD) = 4
⌈
1
4
(n
2
)2⌉
=
n2
4
; n ≡ 0 (mod 4):
If n ≡ 2 (mod 4) then the four components determine three boards Bn=2 and one
board Sn=2 . Together with (Sn ;GD) from the preceding section we obtain
n (KT3) = 3n=2 (GD) + (Sn=2 ;GD)
= 3
⌈
1
4
(n
2
)2⌉
+
1
4
((n
2
)2
− 1
)
=
n2
4
+ 2; n ≡ 2 (mod 4); n = 6
and 6 (KT3) = 3 · 3 + 3 = 12.
If n ≡ 1 (mod 4) then the four components are one board B(n+1)=2 and three boards
Q(n−1)=2 . With
(Qi ;GD) =
⌈
3i2 + 2i
12
⌉
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which will be proved at the end of this section, it follows that
n (KT3) = (n+1)=2 (GD) + 3(Q(n−1)=2 ;GD)
=
⌈
1
4
(
n+ 1
2
)2⌉
+ 3
⌈
1
12
(
3
(
n− 1
2
)2
+ 2
n− 1
2
)⌉
:
For n ≡ 1; 5; 9 (mod 12) these values are equal to those of Table 1.
If n ≡ 3 (mod 4) then the four components are one board B(n−1)=2 and three boards
R(n+1)=2 . With
(Ri ;GD) =
⌈
3i2 − 2i
12
⌉
;
also proved in the following, we obtain
n (KT3) = (n−1)=2 (GD) + 3(R(n+1)=2 ;GD)
=
⌈
1
4
(
n− 1
2
)2⌉
+ 3
⌈
1
12
(
3
(
n+ 1
2
)2
− 2n+ 1
2
)⌉
:
For n ≡ 3; 7; 11 (mod 12) these values are as asserted in Table 1.
To complete the proof of n (KT3) it remains to prove the above asserted indepen-
dence numbers (Qi ;GD) and (Ri ;GD).
Again the three-coloring of the hexagons, such that edge-to-edge hexagons are as-
signed diIerent colors, gives both lower bounds. These are c(Qi )=3 and c(Ri )=3,
where the total number of hexagons of the boards are:
c(Qi ) =
1
3
(c (2i + 1)− c (i + 1)) = 3i
2 + 2i
4
;
and
c(Ri ) =
1
3
(c (2i − 1)− c (i − 1)) = 3i
2 − 2i
4
with c (n) = 3n2=4 and i ≡ 0 (mod 2).
For the upper bounds we use triples, pairs, or singles of hexagons as in Section 2.
Again we ;nd rings partitioned into triangles of hexagons only such that Qi−6 and
Ri−6 remain (see Figs. 4 and 5). Then only in the central boards Q2 , Q4 , R2 , and
R4 one single or up to two pairs occur so that c(Qi )=3 and c(Ri )=3 are upper
bounds.
4. Knight 4 on hexagon boards
For the knight KT4 we so far can determine n(KT4) exactly only in the case
n ≡ 1 (mod 4). In general, the independence number is one-fourth of the number of
hexagons up to an additive term linear in n.
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Fig. 6. Lower bounds for B9 and B10 .
For general lower bounds we use the facts that independent knights KT4 can be
placed on all hexagons of every fourth of the parallel rows or on every second hexagon
of every second row (see Fig. 6).
Starting at one side of Bn with one of the four ;rst rows we count the total number
of hexagons in every fourth row. The largest numbers in these four cases serve as the
following lower bounds:
n (KT4)¿


3n2=16 if n ≡ 0 (mod 8);
(3n2 + 6n+ 7)=16 if n ≡ 1 (mod 8);
(3n2 + 4n+ 12)=16 if n ≡ 2 (mod 8);
(3n2 + 2n+ 15)=16 if n ≡ 3 (mod 8);
(3n2 + 16)=16 if n ≡ 4 (mod 8);
(3n2 + 6n− 9)=16 if n ≡ 5 (mod 8);
(3n2 + 4n− 4)=16 if n ≡ 6 (mod 8);
(3n2 + 2n− 1)=16 if n ≡ 7 (mod 8):
For n ≡ 1 (mod 4) we start at one corner hexagon of Bn and count every second
hexagon in every second row to obtain
n (KT4)¿ (3n
2 + 6n+ 7)=16 if n ≡ 1 (mod 4):
This improves the previous lower bound by one if n ≡ 5 (mod 8). For n=2; 6; 7; 8; 15;
16, larger lower bounds follow from the examples in Fig. 7. By computer it was
checked that these values (see Table 1) are exact for n (KT4).
To prove upper bounds for n (KT4) in the cases n ≡ 1; 5 (mod 8), we use 1 6 1
and 5 6 7 as induction bases. The ;rst is trivial and the second follows from the
partition of B5 into six triples and one single of pairwise attacking hexagons, as
presented in Fig. 8.
For the induction, we consider those rings of hexagons which are added to Bn−8
to obtain Bn . If the independence number for these rings is at most 3n − 9 then the
induction is complete since
n (KT4)6 n−8 (KT4) + 3n− 96
3n2 + 6n+ 7
16
:
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Fig. 7. Lower bounds for B2 , B6 , B7 , B8 , B15 , and B16 .
Fig. 8. Upper bound for 5 (KT4).
Fig. 9. Upper bounds for n (KT4), n ≡ 5 (mod 8).
If n ≡ 5 (mod 8) then the ring is partitioned into six pairs of dependent hexagons
and 6(n − 5)=8 parallelograms P as in Fig. 9. Then (P) = 4, which will be proved
later, implies that there are at most 4 ·6(n−5)=8+6=3n−9 independent knights KT4
within the ring.
If n ≡ 1 (mod 8) then we partition the ring into (n− 9)=8 parallelograms P at every
side and six remaining corner regions C as in Fig. 10. Since C is a part of P, the
assumption (P) = 4 implies (C)6 4. Thus the independence number for the ring is
at most 4 · 6(n− 9)=8 + 4 · 6 = 3n− 3.
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Fig. 10. Upper bounds for n (KT4), n ≡ 1 (mod 8).
Fig. 11. Upper bound for (P).
To reduce this upper bound by 6, we consider one region C and the (n − 9)=8
clockwise following regions P. Either there are at most three independent knights KT4
in one of these regions or there are exactly four in each. However, in region C and
subsequently in the following parallelograms P four knights can only be placed in a
unique way (see Fig. 10) and then the clockwise following region C contains at most
two knights KT4. Altogether we can subtract one for every side of the ring to get the
upper bound 3n− 9 for the ring.
The induction for n ≡ 1 (mod 4) is complete if (P)6 4 is proved. We partition
P into two congruent sets of 8 hexagons and each set into two quadruples as in Fig.
11. Only the two neighboring hexagons of a quadruple are independent and knights
KT4 on both of them attack all hexagons of the second quadruple. Thus at most two
independent knights are possible for these two quadruples and this implies (P)6 4.
Since P tessellates the plane this also proves that the density of independent knights
KT4 in the plane is 14 .
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